
 

 

 

 

KBC TV programme that sought to give a 

platform for local rap whereby the likes of 

Nazizi (Necessary Noize member) and on ra-

dio there was Metro FM. In recent years, 

there has been sidelining of Underground 

hip-hop in mainstream media in favour of 

alternative commercial rap like Kapuka, 

Chipuka and the like. This comes about as a 

challenge to raw street talent that seeks a plat-

form to showcase their skills. MCs are often 

bitter and critical about this . What then, is 

the way forward?  

Social media groups like the infamous 

ROOM 16: REVOLUTIONARY AND 

HARDCORE pioneered by Ondu Streelaw-

yer, HIPHOP PARLIAMENT on WhatsApp 

by Robert Wambui and Freddie Ndung’u, 

Sarakasi Dome, WAPI among other plat-

forms, emerge as venues for Hip-hop artistes, 

activists and producers to converge and share 

their views on  Hip-hop.  A few radio stations 

like Capital FM, Homeboyz Radio and Ghet-

to FM also try to give Hip-hop a voice it de-

serves. But still, this is not enough. 

What then, is the way forward? Complain till 

the end of time? Bury the head in the sand 

and hop things will change? When? 

We sought answers to some of the key ques-

tions from some of the best MCs in the 

game , up-coming acts and a couple of activ-

ists...   

Hip-hop Evolution in 254 

F e a t u r e d  M C s  

 Smallz Lethal 

 Odinareh Bingwa 

 Kingsko 

 Cafu Da Truth 

 Voodoo Seller 

 Hiram Kamau 

 

Featured Activists 

 Freddie Ndung’u 

 Robert Wambui 

 Hiram Kamau 

 

 
The Blueprint:  
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Having pioneered in the late 90s by the legendary u-

Ukoo Flani Maumau (the biggest Hip-hop conglom-

erate in Kenya to date), the late Poxi Presha, Warogi 

Wawili, Gidigidi Majimaji, Nazizi, Zulu Krew,  hip-

hop in Kenya has undergone a metamorphosis. Back 

then, local rap was inspired by the ghetto hardknock 

life, political indifference, joblessness and crime. 

Though the same spirit still holds, there’s a huge 

transformation in content and delivery. In the recent 

years, there has been an influx of wordplay, braggado-

cio and Western influence in the local scene in the 

guise of “New Age” rap. This begs the question: is 

the thirst to stardom to blame or is rap just a means 

to an end, in a country where creativity is a quick 

alternative to curb joblessness among the youth? 

Before the “Beat” on NTV by Dj Pinye, “Mizizi” was a 

#KEHipHop 

#Action2014 
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SMALLZ LETHAL 
How long have you been in the industry? 

Smallz Lethal: I've been around for close to 7 years now. 

Your songs have had major airplay and are currently on heavy rotation, what's the se-
cret? 

Smallz Lethal: Secret to heavy rotation? Hakuna ujanja (no easy way out)-
GOOD MUSIC, and that’s a weapon I use against my fellow artists. Plus a 
follow-up of every song I release for airplay. It’s an important aspect since I 
gauge my fan base too through checking on requests, airplay time and time 
again. 

Do you think collabos and rap groups promote or kill an artist? 

Smallz Lethal: Actually both promote an artist. When you work in a group, 
you have more than just one head, ideas flow easily and so is the execution. 

What is ailing the local Hip-hop scene? 

Smallz Lethal: NON-COMMITMENT. Unlike a few serious artists in Kenya, 
many of ‘em are living double lives, either committed to other jobs, terming 
them as 'side hustles'… 

We also have talented artists but they choose to sleep on that BLESSING. 
Most of us feel lazy chasing networks, forgetting that ‘your network is your 

net worth’. The more you’re out there, the more you interact and wid-
en up your fan base. But Kenyan artists work behind laptops, never 
show up for shows to rep what they believe in. No one is gonna pay 
an artist that's NOT VISIBLE. 

How can an MC make money and still stick to real Hip-hop without compro-
mising on content? 

Smallz Lethal: Good music+shows+aggressive marketing and follow 
ups+100% commitment+merchandising+Sales+PRAYER= SUC-
CESS. 

“But Kenyan 

artists work behind 

laptops, never show 

up for shows to rep 

what they believe 

in. No one is gonna 

pay an artist that's 

NOT VISIBLE.” 

Smallz Lethal 

Insight: Artists 

T h e  B l u e p r i n t :   

Smallz Lethal  
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Why does the media snub local Hip-hop? 

Smallz Lethal: The Media HAS NOT snubbed local Hip-hop! "Our international counterparts do 
what we don’t do, leading us to do what they do." They market themselves aggressively across the 
world-we don’t! That’s why we end up inviting them to come grace our stages. 

Artists here don’t even know where radio/TV stations are located. Yet we say we've been here for 
years??? We don’t pass knowledge and skill, we are selfish and in fear of being out-shined. 

We don’t want to rep our cultures, unlike West and South Africans who have blown worldwide 
singing their native languages loud on international arenas. 

What happens if 20 hip-hop artists aggressively push their good music and make major follow 
ups? Eventually fans will start requesting the jams since they've created a traffic of bout 20songs 
playing back to back, day in day out. 

What the media feeds the public with, is what we consume, right? 

What are the steps in having a successful career in Hip-hop? 

Smallz Lethal: It’s the same steps as other careers' steps:  

Hard work, commitment, diversity, staying real to one's self and prayer, and of course a business 
mind, because at the end of the day, you gotta feed your people. 

Which record staples support Hip-hop in Kenya? 

Smallz Lethal: I think almost all our studios have hip-hop producers just that we tend to associate 
specific labels with a certain type of music because their flag-bearers do that type of music. 

Who is the best producer and promoter of Hip-hop in Kenya? 

Smallz Lethal: Can’t tell. I’ve worked with a couple of good producers, can’t tell who's the best of 
‘em because they got different touches. About Promoters, can’t tell because you never know. Be-
cause maybe the best deals here are probably the worst deals. We never sign contracts for shows 
and everything we do, they steal from artists and tell you, “Hata nimekuokolea sana.”(“I have done 
you a great favor”). 

 I don’t work with promoters on long-term deals, won’t know who's 
honest and who's not. 

What do you think of MCSK in regard to local Hip-hop? 

Smallz Lethal: I’m not signed to MCSK, got no idea about their works 
and relationship with KE Hip-hop. 

Hiram (producer K Fam) has tried to harness rappers to come together and 
fight for the voice of Hip-hop. Is it a worthy cause? Have you signed up? 

Smallz Lethal 
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Smallz Lethal: We don’t know what we want as a collection of KE rappers. If we ever find that 
person that can unite and be able to lead us in one direction, we will conquer. Hiram needs to 
reach out to every single person he believes will share his ideologies. Marapper wanaona hizi vitu 
kwa net (rappers see these things on the internet), they will never sign shit. They don’t even know 
Hiram. We need a serious Parliament. 

What makes your work unique? 

Smallz Lethal: My work's unique because I have sacrificed my entire mix of dreams I had and put 
all my life into MUSIC. I have accepted my culture fully and I am happy our people accept their 
own! I am a DEVOLUTIONARY artist-not many would go that way.  Watasema ni ushamba (they 
will perceive it as primitive). 

There has been a wave in vernacular rap lately, is this the future of Kenyan Hip-hop? 

Smallz Lethal: Vernacular rap as you put it is the way to go. Let’s choose to represent 'us'. “Ndizi 
Flow” has given birth to that wave and yeah we are supposed to IMPACT and CHANGE, not just 
entertain. 

Why do we have less female MCs in Kenya? 

Smallz Lethal: Females are scared and often don’t last at all. We have a few still holding it down 
but it’s mainly because we don’t have adequate platforms for our sisters. It’s a male dominated in-
dustry but still they got to step up they game. Wakuje watuvuruge (they should come out and give 
us a waking call). 

Why are you in music? 

Smallz Lethal: I AM MUSIC. I AM HIP-HOP. Music is a true depiction of my life. So I’m inter-
estingly writing my own story using a God-given talent that can sustain me till death. 

What do you think of mdundo.com as an online music distributor in regard to local Hip-hop? 

Smallz Lethal: F**K MDUNDO!!! 30% for an artist who's pushing their own links? It’s just ab-
surd and ironical that I am registered with them. I am currently waiting for their response since I 
ordered for them to bring down my account. 

Artiste Profile: 

 Smallz Lethal (Jim Nyakundi) is a member of Washamba Wenza and a chair of 

G.Y.F.P. (Ghetto Youth for Peace), a youth initiative group. His collabo hit “Ndizi 

Flow” featured by Raj, is one of the best vernacular rap songs in the country. He 

pioneered Kisii rap in the local scene. His album “The Common Mwananchi” is in 

stores now. He recently led a demonstration on a Mdundo rip-off allegations and 

fiercely engaged a local media personality live on air concerning airing of local 

hip hop in their programmes.  The Common Mwananchi 

album. 
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Odinareh Bingwa 

How long have you been in the industry? 

1 year and some months. 

Your songs have had major airplay and are currently on heavy rotation, what's the secret? 

Well I still can’t term my airplay heavy but in Coast I can say it’s almost heavy. What I have so far 
is because of first, good quality products, aggressiveness, networking and good relations with pre-
senters n the public too. 

Do you think collabos and rap groups promote or kill an artist? 

They promote an artiste de- pending with the nature of 
the artistes and their music. Two heads are always better 
than one. They exchange fan base and introduce each oth-
er to their respective regions n strongholds so collabos if well 
strategized build an artiste. 

What is ailing the local Hip-hop scene? 

Local hip-hop scene suffers lack of unity and focus. Rappers 
focus on being ill rather than making mill'z. We work so 
hard to outdo each other rather than work to get the right 
product that will help us   put meals in our tables. There is 
no business mentality just the assumption am dope I’ll get 
shows and sell CDs. MCs are poor in networking and link-
ing up. 

How can an MC make money and still stick to real Hip-hop without 
compromising on content? 

Making money while sticking to real hip-hop is hard at the 
moment. The airplay and atten- tion given to real hip-hop is 
so pathetic. Without exposure it’s hard to sell but guys can still do merchandise and sell CDs. 

Why does the media snub local Hip-hop? 

Because of how MCs package themselves...how they dress and the music the products they give is 
less business oriented. The belief that hip-hop isn’t marketable and can’t entertain. 

What are the steps in having a successful career in Hip-hop? 

Being business minded rather than ill and dope. You can put conscious rhymes in a Kapuka or an 
Afro beat and still sell and teach masses at the same time. Kanye West does it ever since he start-
ed. Fools critiqued Yeezus album negatively but that album is like a Malcom X or Martin Luther 
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Which record staples support Hip-hop in Kenya? 

In Mombasa I know of Kelele Recs and Stantmastaz. 

Who is the best producer and promoter of Hip-hop in Kenya? 

Producer I guess G-Ganji and Hiram, Kanyeria... 

What do you think of MCSK in regard to local Hip-hop? 

It’s us who have never engaged them with a united front. As one but I still think there is hope. 
They can give us a chance we get played like the singers we perform and entertain even better than 
them I still don’t see why we’ve been sidelined. 

Hiram (producer K Fam) has tried to harness rappers to come together and fight for the voice of Hip-hop. Is it 
a worthy cause? Have you signed up? 

It is a worthy cause he deserves every support necessary. I tried reaching him on Facebook to en-
quire about it but he has never replied so I guess he is good on what he has already. 

What makes your work unique? 

I try to sound different from the rest both production-wise and delivery. I love going the extra 
mile. 

Given, would you go commercial? 

I’m approaching that direction now. I’m on a turning point but if you listen to my music no mat-
ter how commercial it’s going to be, I still will say some things. 

There has been a wave in vernacular rap lately, is this the future of Kenyan Hip-hop? 

It’s just a trend. A passing wave I can say. I also have rode on it on my next release it’ll be felt. 

Why do we have less female MCs in Kenya? 

Not many have courage to do hip-hop because of its perception by society and family not many 
parents want their daughters rapping and smoking weed and shaking 
ass on telly. 

Why are you in music? 

I have the passion for poetry and music and I believe it’s inborn I be-
long to music. 

What do you think of mdundo.com as an online music distributor in regard to 
local Hip-hop? 

Mdundo is good if you are a big name but for young upcoming artistes 

Odinareh live in performance. 
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market your brand daily then you make money off me and still have the cool to pay me peanuts 
like your my boss yet I’m your boss. You using my intellectual property to earn a living, if it can’t 
be 50/50 make it reasonable. 

 

Artiste Profile: 

 Ordinareh Bingwa is a Mombasa-based up-coming hip-hop artist. He has a few singles 

and collabos out. He is currently working on his debut album, “Hopes & Dreams.” His 

latest single “Nusu Saa Na Rais” is currently rocking airwaves with political conscious-

ness message.  
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KINGSKO 

How long have you been in the industry? 

6 years professionally. 

Your songs have had major airplay and are currently on 
heavy rotation, what's the secret? 

No secret. I just do me and play my part like an 
artiste by sending the art piece to the station, and 
let them do their part too.  

Do you think collabos and rap groups promote or kill an 
artist? 

Collabos promote an artiste, only if you ain’t 
working with a person who doesn’t know what 
the purpose of them doing music is! A lot of wan-
nabez around, yo! Rap groups were the only way 
to show how united we are as a cause, but ubinafsi 
ika tutenganisha! (Selfishness disunited us.) E.g. 
you've seen how those so called "All-star-remixes” 
are done" I can advocate for more groups to form, 
that will always be positive results. You know what 
they say about two or more heads. 

What is ailing the local Hip-hop scene? 

Tribalism, ignorance, forgetting we are the creative world and always complaining like someone 
forced you to do it! 

How can an MC make money and still stick to real Hip-hop without compromising on content? 

Give out music, advise yourself too, always know what message targets who, compile projects, com-
bine projects, be in the right place at the right time, deal with positive minds. 

Be you and you'll represent others like you who will support you. Stop excuses: put up or shut up! 

Why does the media snub local Hip-hop? 

I don’t know anything like local Hip-hop, to me Hip hop is Hip hop and when you talk of media, 
it’s time to know, we the ones that make it, if it tries to snub us, let’s do it first and watch who will 
lose! Be positive, media can't make us, they always make people believe we are rebels only because  
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we know more than them! 

We MCs and media are on competition. Jiulize juu hao wako juu, mbona pia wako na fan page tu ka 
artiste! (If the media is all powerful, why do they also source for listeners like artistes do?) Because 
they’ve realized that’s the way to go. Let’s communicate with our fans and keep them updated. 

 

What are the steps in having a successful career in Hip-hop? 

Be real and survive to the standards you set, it will be easy. Relate with the people. 

Be your own number 1 fan. 

Which record staples support Hip-hop in Kenya? 

Maybe Kwani Trust, Penya Africa, Votu Radio na Kenyanhiphop411. 

Who is the best producer and promoter of Hip-hop in Kenya? 

Samora GKV (Chuo Records- the Realest of all times), Hiram K-Fam, Dj Karizma and 

Johnson Kyalo (Hewa/Top Notch). Ondu, Nimmoh Futuristic and KenyanHiphop411 

What do you think of MCSK in regard to local Hip-hop? 

Wezi. (If you complain they kill you, Poxi na Gwiji wako wapi?) 

Hiram (producer K Fam) has tried to harness rappers to come together and fight for the voice of Hip-hop. Is it 
a worthy cause? Have you signed up? 

 Anything creative is worth. The only problem is separating Hip hop with other music genres. 
Hapo tuna-lose zaidi. Tuna faa tu-stick na wengi after ku-develop ndio identity itambulike. But hey, keep up, 
vision yake si yangu so lazima ni respect. 

Haven't signed yet, ju ile day nilifaa, wali-postpone sa hatuku-meet niielewe ju time na issue za hapa-kule but 
nita-support vile nitaweza, ikiweza. (We lose a lot by not uniting with other likr-minded individuals. I 
haven’t signed up yet because we didn’t meet due to unavoidable circumstances. But I support the 
cause.) 

What makes your work unique? 

I don’t rap for rappers. Umati ni kubwa. (There’s a wider market.) 

Given, would you go commercial? 

 How can you define commercial? To me good music is good music. I’ll do what I know.  

There has been a wave in vernacular rap lately, is this the future of Kenyan hip-hop? 
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"Hakuna kipya chini ya jua." (“There’s nothing new under the sun.”) Gidi Gidi, Darlin P, K-shaka  

 

walikua hapo over decade ago. Doing you is the new I.D. 

Why do we have less female MCs in Kenya? 

 Ego maybe! Or thinking everyone needs a slice! Hype maybe! 

 

Why are you in music? 

To represent the true life, to relate and give hope ka Bible. 

 

What do you think of mdundo.com as an online 
music distributor in regard to local Hip-hop? 

They know nothing. They are killing art plus 
I don’t trust them. Same way I don’t trust 
anyone who doesn't respect art! 

Artiste Profile 

KINGSKO LIGIH is a Hip hop artiste/ singer and activist.  

 

He's behind the dope track "Signs" ft. MC Mutant and 

Illicit. 

Among his works, is Nielewe Mixtape released on the 
29th March 2011 which spurned a chart topping single, 

“MaHustlas”, which ruled Ghetto Radio’s Hip Hop  

Republic show hosted by Ndugus for a month as num-

ber one song. 

 

Associated Acts;  

UKOO FLANI MAUMAU, MAWLKA, The Kardinal Solutions, 
THE WARLOCK FAMILY, NDEGE JELA, Roba Mwenyeji, 

MUNGA BLESS (whom he mentors) 
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CAFU DA TRUTH 
How long have you been in the industry? 

I’ve been in the Industry for 2 years now, I started in 
2012. 

 

Your songs have had major airplay and are currently on 
heavy rotation, what's the secret? 

Tracks that I have featured aren’t as heavy on rotation 
yet but the 

secret as I’ve learnt is to make good quality music and 
network with 

the right people to submit your music. 

 

Do you think collabos and rap groups promote or kill an artist? 

It all depends on the perspective and delivery. For collabos to 

build you as an artist then  must scrutinize the right people to work 

with, (not necessarily big names) the people involved should be 

co-operative. Groups on the other hand have complex dynamics but with 

a well mapped out strategy, focus and constructive input from the 

members then a lot can be achieved in developing an artist. 

 

What is ailing the local Hip-hop scene? 

 Now that’s a tough question but I believe there are 3 centers of focus: 

(i) The Artists- instead of building each other we are brewing 

negative energy around us hence losing focus on the ultimate goal. 

Artistes should try working together, sharing ideas on how to 
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(ii)Media- while artists are striving to create quality music, the 

radio producers, DJs, promoters and other influential figures in the 

industry are frustrating the efforts by airing more foreign than local 

content. 

 

(iii)Music authorities (Govt, CCK, MCSK, PRISK, KAMP... etc.)- We lack 

active legal frameworks to push media houses into airing more local 

content, our CMOs(Collective Management Organizations) on the other 

hand like PRISK…and MCSK especially have failed in administering 

proper artist registration and subsequent payment of royalties. 

 

How can an MC make money and still stick to real Hip-hop without compromising on content? 

Most Emcees get into music to make money and that’s the main 

downfall. Artistes should love what they do first, put out quality 

music in terms of production, mixing and mastering and exploit new 

avenues and untapped 'markets' to distribute and sell their music. 

 

Why does the media snub local Hip-hop? 

DMX once said, ''if you feed people dog shit long enough, they'll 

eventually learn to put Barbeque sauce on it''. That’s why Mexican 

telenovellas (soaps) are so popular. We should give our own music a 

chance to be heard, maybe they snub it out of ignorance, or fear 

taking the risk only for people not to listen. The fact is though, 

Kenyans and masses in general worldwide will embrace what they get. 
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What are the steps in having a successful career in Hip-hop? 

Steps in having a successful Hip Hop Career.. Hmmm.. I’m still 

learning but I have a few pointers. 

(i) Market Research- upcoming artistes need to understand the industry 

and what they are getting into. They need to know the complex dynamics 

of the art and culture, get in-depth analysis on successful and failed 

artistes, learn about Copyright, networking for the Business aspect of 

the music etc. 

 

(ii) Find a good producer to work with, a producer who doesn’t 

compromise on quality production, mixing and mastering in 

appropriately certified song formats. 

(iii) Something I refer to as STDS [Strategize, Train, & Develop 

Skills] - artistes need to come up with creative strategies to promote 

and distribute their work, a good example being Muthoni DQ on her 

latest project where she used short number codes to release a single 

off her album every Friday till all were released. 

 

Artistes also need constant practice to perfect their art, vocal 

training if necessary and attend artist gatherings and forums to get 

tips on developing their skills. 

 

(iv) Maintain an image- secret to BEING successful is STAYING 

successful. Relevance is key. Artistes shouldn’t lose focus on a few 

shows and interviews, this fame shouldn’t get to their heads lest it 

destroys them. 
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Which record staples support Hip-hop in Kenya? 

I'd go with HigherLinxx Records, Big Beats, Chuo Records, Sniper 

Sp's G-ganji records, all these for their enormous contribution to 

the Hip Hop Industry. 

 

Who is the best producer and promoter of Hip-hop in Kenya? 

I'd have to say Samora Gkv of Chuo Records, he is a smart, 

determined, proclaimed hardworking individual who has a great 

understanding of the 'market' needs and is a keen follower and 

promoter of KE music through the networking he has developed over the 

years. 

 

What do you think of MCSK in regard to local Hip-hop? 

 MCSK is a great but failed concept. From hiking registration fees 

for both individual artistes and groups, failure in notifying artistes 

whether or not they were successful in the vetting process (whose 

criteria is unknown) and then delay and failure in timely payment of 

royalties. They should consider working with artistes and sharing 

ideas instead of frustrating the Copyright Act and process. 

 

 

Hiram (producer K Fam) has tried to harness rappers to come together and fight for the voice of Hip-hop. Is it 
a worthy cause? Have you signed up? 

Hiram’s cause is a worthy one, I have signed up because I believe 

the industry has massive untapped potential which could go a long way 

in revolutionizing the industry. 
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My work is unique because it has a twist to it, it’s spontaneous 

and unexpected, all will be revealed in coming months. I’m planning on 

a whole new approach. 

 

Given, would you go commercial? 

Well, as long as it doesn’t compromise what I believe in in terms 

of content and delivery and I’m reaping benefits then why not? 

Hehehe... The terms 'underground' and 'mainstream' are a mindset and 

it depends on someone’s perspective and what they make of it. 

 

There has been a wave in vernacular rap lately, is this the future of Kenyan hip-hop? 

In terms of being the 'Future'... I don’t think so... It’s just a 

trend catered to reach more audience especially in the villages through the 

art that we love so they can understand it in another language they 

can easily grasp and embrace. If you can recall, vernacular raps had 

begun even way back with the likes of Ndarlin P and Hardstone...etc 

 

Why do we have less female MCs in Kenya? 

Hip Hop is a potent art form in terms of the nature of its 

complexity, intricate delivery styles and imagery, its rebellious 

sound and maybe the intimidating number of male artistes in the 

industry maybe a factor to some Femcees. I encourage Femcees out there 

to make their presence felt and not to 'cow' away, the industry is big 

enough. 

 

Why are you in music? 
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expression where I can write my heart out and provides a great avenue 

to reach out to the masses. In essence, Music is the Universal 

Language and I’m speaking it... 

 

What do you think of mdundo.com as an online music distributor in regard to local Hip-hop? 

Mdundo is a great idea among strings of online music distribution 

but i think a lot can be done to ensure transparency and equality in 

terms of sharing profits between mdundo and artists. There was a site 

back in the years called pewahewa.com and though it didn’t come out to 

its best, it had a great blueprint designed to ensure artists can 

track down the number of downloads using digital signatures mapped out 

for their singles and featured tracks and make decent earnings from 

them and make profit claims. 

 

Artiste Profile: 

Born Stephen Mwangi, his alias Cafu_DaTruth which is an  acronym (Concious And Factual 

Undertakings_Dat Are Triggered Right Under The Horizon) is a Poet, Emcee, Hip Hop Ele-

ments Scholar and Activist raised and bred in the harsh reality of  Soweto in Kibra and 

adopted by 'The Forgotten Hood' (Kenyatta) as he calls it to express his hunger for social 

empowerment to the Youth, a seeker of justice, equality, a vessel of quelling passion and 

emotions through Hip Hop Music and a lover of life.  

Facebook: Stephen Mwanchester Cafu 

Twitter: @Cafu_DaTruth 

Email: stivbizmwas@gmail.com 

Website: www.reverbnation.com/pclpunchlinescrazylines 

Years Active: 2012- present 

Featured Projects: 

 'SHIDA' ft (Mutant, Sewer, Wordz, Magode, Maneno, G-blac, Pshizzo)  Produced at Dandoras, Shado 32Recordz(now 

      ElShado)- 2012 

 PCL's (Safari Ya Kitengela Album-2012/2013) for the tracks 'STREETS' 

      and 'BARABARA' and 'THE PCL CYPHER'. [Higherlinxx Records] 

 'LOST LOVE' video ft Magode, Wordz & Ndocha(2013) [Higherlinxx Records and Chuo Records]*available on youtube. 
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VOODOO SELLER[grim] 
 

How long have you been in the industry?  

Long enough to know that music is more than 

just mere words and beats. I t’s an art, a plat-

form for entertaining, educating, expressing 

emotions, ideas etc  that’s the power that we 

represent when alive or dead. 

 

Your songs have had major airplay and are cur-

rently on heavy rotation, what's the secret? 

I don’t chase fame and money I focus on making 

quality music first, so passion and talent are 

key ,.. the money comes after patience, persis-

tence and hard work, always focus on making 

quality music ,.. I compete with myself, I am a 

critic of my own work 

 

Do you think collabos and rap groups promote 

or kill an artist? 

This depends on why you want to do the col-

labos. Are you in it just for fame or to be part of 

changing the game? What’s your objective? 

What do you want to achieve? To create a timeless piece of art that will put your country on the map 

or other generation will look up to or in it for fame? Because if you are in it for fame…well fame dies 

but timeless music makes legends.. you live past time. 

 

What is ailing the local Hip-hop scene?  

The first thing is as artists we lack unity, and mostly compete rather than complement each other. See once 

you have unity, a revolution begins and before you know it , you’ll be setting trends. Our media has the 

biggest part of the blame because I believe in what you expose your kids to is what they become, so if 

the media is only focusing on South African, Ghanaian and Nigerians, then the society watching and 

listening ends up following that trend, una-expect aje kushinda fish ku-swim kwa territory yake? So 

why complain when they scoop all the awards? Let's be ourselves and support our own …major sup-

port from the government, media and set organization is very vital. 

 

How can an MC make money and still stick to real Hip-hop without compromising on content? “ 

Well.. I believe quality sells itself. Waswahili walisema, “Kizuri chajiuza, kibaya cha jitembeza”. Focus on 

quality work, stick to your lane, put in work and soon enough you’ll reap the fruits. Example, is a guy  
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like Kendrick Lamar, he’s been in the industry for a 

while,…Doobiz, Juliani etc. 

 

Why does the media snub local Hip-hop?  

Hii ni ugonjwa ilianza kitambo, sisi tukaipata. In 

fact, imeanza ku-change which is good, because 

this days at least, me and my fellow MC’s /

rappers get support from several stations and 

this has taken hard work from us too. The trend 

is moving at a snail pace but slowly we are cele-

brating our own, so pia sisi as artists have to 

ensure that we invest in our music and put out 

good music and videos that can compete interna-

tionally 

 

What are the steps in having a successful career in 

Hip-hop?  

Put God first, have a passion for it , master your 

craft, always practise and challenge yourself, be 

patient, persistent and hard work. 

 

Which record staples support Hip-hop in Kenya?  

Headbangaz International, K-fam,G Ganji Records, EB Records, Big Beats, Audio Kusini, Underdawgs 

Production, Chuo Records, Sand Stone Studio, Phoenix, kina Kanyeria, Provoke, Black Muntu…just to 

name a few because ni movement ngori out there. 

  

Who is the best producer and promoter of Hip-hop in Kenya?  

Swali ngumu sana but kwa list yangu lazima Chizain Brain, Dirty Damu (Headbangaz), Hiram K-fam, 

Babz Underdawg, lazma wakuwe alafu sasa tuongeze new cats like Provoke, Moze, Sniper, Ares 

Kanyeria, Black Muntu, Big Soul, etc. 

 

What do you think of MCSK in regard to local Hiphop?  

Well, it clearly stands for Music Conmen Society of Kenya.. Haha. If 70% are complaining, then it’s doing 

more harm than good…Corruption and cartels don’t just exist in government; it’s a cancer that has 

grown to our young generation. 

 

 Hiram (producer K Fam) has tried to harness rappers to come together and fight for the voice of Hip-hop. 

Is it a worthy cause? Have you signed up?  
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yes I am a part of the cause and like I said earlier, Unity is the way. 

 

 What makes your work unique?  

Passion research and professionalism. 

 

 

 Given, would you go commercial?  

Pengine CBD tao hehehe plus it depends with people’s interpretation of what commercial music is…  

 

 

 There has been a wave in vernacular rap lately, is this the future of Kenyan Hip-hop? 

It builds to our ethnicity, our culture but I think it’s also a different strategy that rappers are trying to 

use by focusing on a niche market, so I wouldn’t say it’s the future for Kenyan hip hop, but it helps 

in targeting a different audience. 

 

 

 Why do we have less female MCs in Kenya?  

Hip hop in Kenya is a tough business to be in, for even the illest MC’s , so getting respect in the streets 

you got to work twice as  hard, most female give up early and I don’t blame them. In my opinion, 

they don’t have many veteran MCs to look up to. We need to support them. 

 

 

 Why are you in music?  

First, because it saved my life, I have a passion for it, and I look at music as a platform to bring change 

to my community and Kenya as a whole. I have to leave this world better than I found it, so I started 

an NGO called I4c.org (which also means I  foresee) With the tagline” inspiration for change”. We 

do lots of charity work to help the less fortunate, street kids etc., we are small but change starts with 

you. 

 

What do you think of mdundo.com as an online music distributor in regard to local Hip-hop? 

 I have not enrolled, and to say the truth, it seemed like a good idea but poor implementation. At the 

end, greed/corruption kills a good thing, I’ve been told by my fellow musicians that these days it 

does more harm than good. 
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Artist Profile 

 

Elvis Mashengu (born November 23, 1987) in Huruma, Nairobi, Kenya, known Mostly as Babu or Grim, formerly El, is an up-

coming Kenyan rapper, a hip hop lyricist, best known for his rich metaphorical style an apt delivery, as exemplified in 

many of his singles. 

The development of his unique style is the result of a lifetime of musical influence. Growing up in a talented family meant 

that Grim was always surrounded by different forms of music. His Father was an Architect cum creative artist, drawing pen-

cil sketch portraits and designs as his career and one of the biggest fans of “Elvis Presley” thus his sons name Elvis. As seen 

his parents exposed him to a wealth of art as a child, all of which influenced his development. 

His first foray into music dates back In the year 1993, while in 

Class one at Ofafa Jericho primary school ,cramming and per-

forming Copyright Music with his cousin to the Upper Class Stu-

dents for fun and also for some break time money, all of which 

have had a profound influence on the direction of his musical 

journey. 

Raised in Jerusalem in the Eastlands of Nairobi city and home 

to the likes of artists such as “Hardstone” (Harrison Ngunjiri), 

”Flexx” and “Tripple O” just to name a few, he became more 

inspired and exposed to Music, and later got hooked to this 

art .After realizing that making music was his main goal, he 

began to showcase his talent to lots of his childhood friends, 

playing at numerous talent show events, making sure his gets 

a spot in the Kenyan industry. He was quickly noted for the 

unique style that he brought to the young generation and his 

home area, but his popularity was short lived when he was 

moved to Central Province ,Nyeri where he Pursued his 'O' Lev-

els. 

As his confidence grew and his style developed, he soon be-

gan writing his own music compositions but trying in new styles 

and ideas. He soon became a local star in school, but alt-

hough his name was continuing to grow within the neighboring 

schools , it was not here that he was destined to become a 

star. So Immediately after his Secondary Education he got an 

opportunity to compete in the UHURU CELTEL MUSIC SPONSOR-

SHIP in collaboration with HOMEBOYS Entertainment, where he 

managed to scoop the number one spot in Nyeri Town, hence 

qualified for the Mt Kenya Region Competitions, where he met 

the likes of artists Like Mejja and Mic Mbili who were number 

two and One in the competition, while he snatched three to 

qualify for the Nationwide Final Competitions. 

Here his musical ambitions continued to grow, aided by the sounds and motivations of other big artists like “Jua Kali” that 

he found all around him. Unfortunately, things didn't turn out as he had wished since he managed to Scoop the 7th spot but 

this further opened his zeal, passion and ambition for music. 

Grim Later moved in Kangemi, in the Westlands of Nairobi city where he met with an artist by the name “Droopy” from the 

group Kalahari, who had the same passion, hence managed to do several freestyles and cyphers together which later 

exposed him to “Wapi” (where art lives ) where he got to know about Headbangaz Entertainment. 

His Efforts to record appeared to be futile since he wasn't able financially, but hope finally came through when a young 

rapper /producer called Justus aka “Gdash” linked him Up with the CEO,artist,producer of Headbangaz Entertainment Mr 

Sidney Armstrong aka “Dirty Damu”. 

Finally Dirty Damu gave him an opportunity to do a demo CD, then took him in to be part of the Family. Currently, Grim has 

settled on pursuing a career as a rapper, and is currently working on an Album and a Mixtape with Dirty Damu (the CEO of 

HEADBANGAZ Entertainment) which will be out soon, his album will concentrate around “hip hop fusion” having a blend of 

other genres of music like reggae, jazz, neo-soul, afro fusion integrated in it. He represents a continuation of Hip hop gurus 

in Nairobi following the likes of Ukoo Flani, Mau Mau, Hardstone. 
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HIRAM KAMAU 

How long have you been in the industry? 

For 15 years now...as a recording and performing artist. 

Your songs have had major airplay and are currently on 

heavy rotation, what's the secret? 

Working with the right People who have the desired con-
tacts and connects this is like 40%, the other 60% is mak-
ing Good Music. I have never paid no one for airplay and 
I don't payola because it makes a musician very lazy and 
unproductive... instead I direct such monies to attending 
events and mingling with the right people to form friend-
ship-based network of individuals who know that all the 
song needs is very few plays and from there the fan-base 

pushes it to the charts by voting on local and other 
charts. 

Do you think collabos and rap groups promote or kill an 

artist? 

The right Collabo can make an artist...equally the wrong 

one can do the opposite! Rap groups last when every-

one is individually productive....like Wu-tang'...It is also 

easy to see contrast between the artists in the group... 

so some artists get overshadowed by the active ones! 

What is ailing the local Hip-hop scene? 

The lack of a unified front to promote and market it. 

Lack of knowledge on the music business/ignorance. 

There is too much 'revolution-based' Hip-hop music and 

the media avoid playing it. Real Hip-hop is stereo-typed 

'cause-based' music... it seems the realer you get with 

certain 'truths' the less plays you get on Radio. They 

condition the listeners to a certain type of Music 

(forming the trend)...which is played repetitively. Its 

presented like 'staged' Music! They choose NOT to see 

hip-hop as an urban sub-culture in modern Africa. This 

can however be solved by Uniting the hip-hop fraterni-

ty. 

How can an MC make money and still stick to real Hip-

hop without compromising on content? 

Realistically, if an MCs has to earn money from their 

fans, they have to apply the principles of demand and 

supply...so if they have a listener-ship huge enough lis-

tening to 'real Hip-hop' and they can make decent in-

comes, then content cannot be compromised based on 

finances...maybe based on the desire to diversify or 

expand their brands. 

Why does the media snub local Hip-hop? 

 I think I answered this question in #4 

What are the steps in having a successful career in Hip-

hop? 

INVEST IN YOUR MUSIC. Be mindful of your Image as a 
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it. Market it. Market it. Market it. Supply it. INVEST IN 

YOUR MUSIC. 

Which record staples support Hip-hop in Kenya? 

I'd say those that make Hip-hop Music...For Example K 

FAM RECORDs, Head Bangaz International, G-Ganji, 

LEEMARKS, sANDstone, Mandugu Digital, Our Studio 

(Mombasa), Chuo records, Higher Linx, Renzo Inc, Phoenix 

records, etc. 

Who is the best producer and promoter of Hip-hop in Ken-

ya? 

Producer? Apart from me...Hehe...Chizzen Brain! 

Promoters? Nafsi Huru, Smallz Lethal and DJ Final Kut. 

What do you think of MCSK in regard to local Hip-hop? 

All Hip-hop artists got to register so we can make changes 

that are all-inclusive WITHIN the CMOs. MCSK has its dis-

tribution and de-registration issues of royalties especially 

to Hip-hop artists has been questionable owing to many 

complaints from the few current Hip-hop members. 

Hiram (producer K Fam) has tried to harness rappers to 

come together and fight for the voice of Hip-hop. Is it a 

worthy cause? 

YES IT IS! 

 What makes your work unique? 

My works are unique because they target the soul and it 

has been made around other professional artists. 

Given, would you go commercial? 

I  am already commercial ...lakini niko macho...i.e. It’s not 

entirely superficial...Hehe...To me it means I have matured 

into a brand! 

There has been a wave in vernacular rap lately, is this the 

future of Kenyan Hip-hop? 

It’s possible...given that 'ALL eyes' on Africa now...hip-

hoppers might switch to blend their English/Swahili/

sheng rap with their local lingo. 

Why do we have less female MCs in Kenya? 

The general lack of Unity in Hip-hop affects femceez 

further owing to the 'funnel 

shaped' competition from their male counterparts. This 

is a great discouragement to those who try out a ca-

reer. 

Why are you in music? 

Because music is in me...It’s my passion! I can make and 

listen to it all day all night! 

What do you think of mdundo.com as an online music 

distributor in regard to local Hip-hop? 

They are doing a great job! They should however over 

the time work on reducing their commission 

rates....because a lot more people are involved in mak-

ing the music than in distributing it! 

Artist Profile: 

Hiram Kamau is an artist, activist and producer  and 

C.E.O at K-FAM records. He has worked and produced 

classic albums with Hip-hop legends like Abbas Kubaff 

a.k.a. Dobeez, Kantai, Labalaa (Wakamba Wawili) and 

various artists for Umoja One mixtapes. 

 

 

 

        Next...ACTIVISTS... 
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FREDDIE NDUNG’U 

In Kenyan circles, what does 'making it' in Hip-hop mean? 

In Kenyan circles making it means having your music on the radio so that you 
can belittle your friends. 

Which MCs you would say have made it in the underground circles for the last 2 
years? Names? 

MCs that have made it in the underground circles in Kenya? None!! But I am 
optimistic about some like HustlaJay and Smallz Lethal. 

The best mix tapes so far (2013/2014)? 

Best mix tape so far; I think Elon Dizastas "Blackcity" is it. Album I would 
choose "The Son" by Bernardi Inady 

Every artist has his strength that sets him apart from other rappers. Who in Kenya do 
you think has majored in the following categories:  

-Flow 

-Wordplay 

-Vocal strength 

-Storytelling 

-Diss tracks 

-Marketing 

-Image/personality 

-Content 

-Fan base 

-Instrumental selection? 

 

 

“...people have 
to look for 
alternative 
means of getting 
heard. Not just 
relying on the 
failed radio 
tactic.” 

Freddie Ndung’u 

Insight: Activists/critics 

T h e  B l u e p r i n t :   

Freddie’s local 

album/

mixtape col-

lection.  
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Flow: Khaligraph. Though it hurts me to admit but the guy is super skillful. 

Wordplay: Juliani.  

Vocal Strength: Ace the God Apollo. You can feel his aggression as he spits. 

Storytelling: Eli Sketch hands down. 

Diss tracks: Chiwawa’s “Tunaendelea” is yet to be matched. (In my opinion) 

Marketing: I like how Hustlajay brands himself and has stuck to his brand. 

Personality: Shahidi. The nigga is easy to get along with that’s why he always sells out his albums 
in concerts. 

Content: I’m a die-hard fan of Lyquid the Rap Mungu when it comes to that. 

Fan base: Still back to the Hiphop Natives. Most of their fans are diehards who have all of their 4 
albums 

Instrumental selection: Again the Natives. Native Gitahi makes awesome beats along Apollo. 

Why do you support local Hiphop? 

Why I support underground Kenyan hip-hop… I don’t support it. I just enjoy their music and end 
up buying more and more of the stuff I like 

What's ailing the local Hip-hop industry? 

What’s ailing the industry? Lack of confidence. MCs are over reliant on radio. 

Is there change in Hip-hop since its inception in the earliest years? What 
has contributed to this? 

Change, yes. Since 2008 I’ve seen a decline of rap talent. Reason? 
Lil Wayne and that type of crap. 

What is the blueprint to success to a local MC? 

Blueprint to success; people have to look for alternative means of 
getting heard. Not just relying on the failed radio tactic. 

Critic Profile 

Freddie Ndung’u is a Mombasa-based Hip-hop activist and a no-nonsense 
critic who has witnessed the evolution of local Hip-hop from the days of Ukoo Flani Maumau to the current 
stalemate in the industry. He is a computer programmer by profession and admin of Hip-hop Garage 
(Facebook) and Hip-hop Parliament (WhatsApp) social media groups.  
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In Kenyan circles, what does 'making it' in Hip-hop 
mean? 
Making a super-star's living off the music, winning 

awards, getting the Nicest of deals in concerts, col-

laborations and Branding partnerships with corpo-

rates in various fields, Being a highly influential hip-

hopreneur, Starting up Initiatives/ projects and 

comfortably giving back to society. 

Which MCs you would say have made it in the un-
derground circles for the last 2 years? Names? 

MCs I would say have made it from the under-

ground circles for the last 2 years...Washamba 

Wenza, Benadi, Husla Jay, Nafsi Huru, Bilari and 

Oksyde. 

The best mix tapes so far (2013/2014)? 

Innocent Life-G Dash 

Dirt of Birth-HeadBangaz (various Artists) 

eachONEteachONE-Umojah One's  (various Artists) 

Every artist has his strength that sets him apart from other rappers. Who in Kenya do you think has majored 
in the following categories:  

-Flow 

-Wordplay 

-Vocal strength 

-Storytelling 

Diss tracks 

-Marketing 

-Image/personality 

-Content 

-Fan base 
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1. Flow – Abbas Doobeez and Vigeti 

2. Wordplay – Kitu Sewer 

3. Vocal strength - Khaligraph 

4. Storytelling - Kaka Sungura 

5. Diss tracks - Chiwawa 

6. Marketing - Octopizzo 

7. Image/personality - Khaligraph 

8. Content - Kshaka 

9. Fan base - UKOOFLANI MAUMAU 

10. Instrumental selection – Cannibal & Sharama 

11. Positivity - hIrAM 

12. Consistency - Abbas 

Why do you support local Hip-hop? 

Because its the only Genre that is based on some fundamental 'pillars' of Art and Life. It is cause-based music 

meant to trigger social upward mobility and promotes social-economic independence! 

What's ailing the local Hip-hop industry? 

The lack of a unified front to promote and market it. Lack of knowledge on the music business/ignorance. 

There is too much 'revolution-based' Hip-hop music and the media avoid playing it. Real Hip-hop is stereo-

typed 'cause-based' music... it seems the realer you get with certain 'truths' the less plays you get on Radio. 

They condition the listeners to a certain type of Music (forming the trend)...which is played repetitively. Its 

presented like 'staged' Music! They choose NOT to see hip-hop as an urban sub-culture in modern Africa. 

This can however be solved by Uniting the hip-hop fraternity. 

Is there change in Hip-hop since its inception in the earliest years? What has contributed to this? 

There has been massive change! The rise and rise of the use of media and technology...change in all aspects 

of this sub-culture has been seen from music to fashion to dance. The dynamic nature of a culture has en-

sured change owing to the influence from the west and recent fusion with African music. Culture is also 

learned and Hip-hop is at all times doing that... to associate and dissociate constantly is it’s nature! 

What is the blueprint to success to a local MC? 

           Abbas 
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Master it. Market it. Market it. Market it. Supply it. INVEST IN YOUR MUSIC. 

You initiated a movement late last year. How effective has it been? 

We managed to hold the first ever Musicians Workshop....to evaluate the current situation and how we can 

better it. Since then, directly or indirectly we were able to stimulate some sense of unity and many more 

MCs came out and now there are more than 5-6 forums that are actively tackling some set Agendas. The rip-

ple effect is just amazing! 

 

Activist Profile: 

Hiram Kamau is an artist, activist and producer  and C.E.O at K-FAM rec-

ords. He has worked and produced classic albums with Hip-hop legends 

like Abbas Kubaff a.k.a. Dobeez, Kantai, Labalaa (Wakamba Wawili) and 

various artists for Umoja One mixtapes. 
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ROBERT WAMBUI [ALADEEN] 

 

In Kenyan circles, what does 'making it' in Hip-hop mean? 

First of all, I can't speak for anyone because I'm not aware of 
any circles in Kenya that decide the standards for success r 
"making it". Also hip hop is just not mceeing, graffiti artists, 
beatboxers, DJs, breakdancers and hip hop enterpreneurs are 
also encompassed in that one term. I guess that mindstate of 
doing all you can with this art has not been instilled properly 
in most of us, there has to be a paradigm shift so that we can 
start talking about "making it" but word up to all artists who 
are doing what they can to make a difference. 

 

Which MCs you would say have made it in the underground circles for the last 2 years? Names? 

My answer for the 1st question can still be relevant here because the progress that has been made 
is not groundbreaking at all the "underground" scene is not as vibrant as it should be. We need a 
shift in our way of seeing things and open our minds to new perspectives first, there's a lack of 
mentorship. I won't name anyone. 

 

The best mix tapes so far (2013/2014)? 

From the ones I've heard I'll have to say: 

GnX-Rap Streetlights 

Trabolee- THC 

Raj- Friday after Class 

Every artist has his strength that sets him apart from other rappers. Who in Kenya do you think has majored 
in the following categories:  

-Flow 

-Wordplay 

-Vocal strength 

-Storytelling 
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-Marketing 

-Image/personality 

-Content 

-Fan base 

-Instrumental selection? 

 

Haha my words are not final... 

Flow- Juke Myster/Smallz Lethal 

Wordplay- Genetic disorder 

Vocal Strength-Xcalibur 

Storytelling-Romi Swahili/Ace Apollo 

Disstracks- Harry Lee /Genetic 

Marketing- Rabbit  

Image/Personality-Raj/Smallz/K.Jones 

Content- 1183 

Fanbase- ???? 

Instrumental selection- SkullVilla 

 

Why do you support local Hip-hop? 

I support music in general. There's no distinctive sound that can be termed as Kenyan Hip-hop 
only different artists doing their thing. I do it because we are one! Haha I have to be the change I 
want to see and it starts from individuals. 

 

What's ailing the local Hip-hop industry? 

Everyone's in their comfort zone.  
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Hip hop just like any other culture or genre has to be progressive but what makes hip hop as a 
genre of music to stand is how diverse it can get and also how it is able to pick and add flavours 
from other genres.  The problem is the whole world is getting really creative with its music in 
terms of creating pure art but here we are kind of stuck but I believe they'll be a new generation of 
sound soon only if we function properly then all forms will fall in place. 

 

What is the blueprint to success to a local MC? 

Not talent but skill still appeals, it’s never what you do it’s how it’s done. Your network is your 
networth 

 

Critic Profile 

 Robert Wambui aka 

Aladeen, is a Hiphop 

activist and admin of 

Hip-hop Parliament 

WhatsApp group from 

Eastlands, Nairobi. 

 

 Cool, loving, social. 

 

 Loves Hip-hop, boxing, 

rugby and science. 

 

 Lives Hip-hop. 



on the situation and revive the 

genre. 

A passionate writer, he does 

digital publication and an e-

magazine based on a worthy 

cause seemed like a noble idea. 

Besides this, he has published 

anthologies for various writers.  

Thanks to all those who contrib-

uted and we hope this simple 

manuscript paves way to a big-

ger and better magazine that can 

play as a medium to channel 

relevant content, advertising  for 

emcees who would like to pro-

pel their product to the next 

level.  
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